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Abstract

What capacities enable linguistic interaction? While several proposals have been advanced, little progress has been made in comparing and articulating them within an integrative framework. In this paper, we take initial steps towards a connectionist framework designed to systematically compare different cognitive models of social interactions. The framework we propose couples two simple-recurrent network systems (Chang, 2002) to explore the computational underpinnings of interaction, and apply this modeling framework to predict the semantic structure derived from transcripts of an experimental joint decision task (Bahrami et al., 2010; Fusaroli et al., 2012). In an exploratory application of this framework, we find (i) that the coupled network approach is capable of learning from noisy naturalistic input but (ii) that integration of production and comprehension does not increase the network performance. We end by discussing the value of looking to traditional parallel distributed processing as flexible models for exploring computational mechanisms of conversation.
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Introduction

What capacities enable linguistic interaction? There are a large number of extant theoretical proposals. A glance at the literature reveals a host of proposed mechanisms that support conversation and other sorts of interactive tasks. Some of these are specific to social or linguistic cognition, such as mirroring and simulation (Oberman & Ramachandran, 2007), mind or intention reading (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005), linguistic alignment (Garrod & Pickering, 2004), and use of common ground (Clark, 1996). Others have drawn on domain-general cognitive processes, including memory resonance of social identity (Horton & Gerrig, 2005), perceptuomotor entrainment (Shockley, Richardson, & Dale, 2009), synergies (Fusaroli, Rączaszek-Leonardi, & Tylén, 2014), one-bit information integration (Brennan, Galati, & Kuhlen, 2010), coupled oscillatory systems (Wilson & Wilson, 2005), executive control (Brown-Schmidt, 2009), brain-to-brain coupling (Hasson, Ghazanfar, Galantucci, Garrod, & Keysers, 2012), and situated processes (Bjørndahl, Fusaroli, Østergaard, & Tylén, 2014).

Many of these proposals are individually supported by rigorous experimentation or corpus analysis. However, language happens in the “here-and-now” (Christiansen & Chater, in press) and thus must satisfy a plurality of constraints at the same time: from the perceptuomotor level all the way “up” to social discourse and pragmatics (Abney et al., 2014; Fusaroli et al., 2014; Louwerse, Dale, Bard, & Jeuniaux, 2012). Accordingly, there remains a need to systematically compare and articulate the contributions of the suggested mechanisms in an integrative model of interactional language performance (Dale, Fusaroli, Duran, & Richardson, 2013).

In this paper, we propose a computational framework that enables flexible combination and comparison of different cognitive constraints. We show that coupled simple-recurrent networks are capable of learning sequential structure from latent-semantic analysis (LSA) representation of wordforms in interactive transcripts. As a first case study, we use a traditional neural-network approach to test the role of production-comprehension integration during natural language performance (MacDonald, 2013; Pickering & Garrod, 2014).

Production, Comprehension, and Prediction

We look to production-comprehension integration to illustrate this framework. The relationship between production and comprehension is a key factor in most theories of language processing. In research on conversational or task-based interaction, these two systems are granted considerable and often distinct attention. Does language production vary more as a function of internal constraints of the speaker, or more in response to the needs of his or her listener (for some review, among many, see Brennan & Hanna, 2009; Ferreira & Bock, 2006; Jaeger, 2013)? A prominent recent theory takes these systems to be deeply intertwined. Pickering and Garrod (2014; see also MacDonald, 2013) have argued that an integration of production and comprehension is critical in understanding the mechanistic underpinnings of interaction.

Experimental and neuroimaging work suggests simultaneous involvement of both aspects of language processing during linguistic interactions (e.g., Silbert, Honey, Simony, Poeppel, & Hasson, 2014). However, explicit cognitive modeling can more directly reveal the extent to which, for example, prediction and understanding are improved as a function of
tighter integration. In what follows, we describe one way to model human interaction using parallel distributed processing (PDP). Inspired by a predictive approach to language, we adapt the models of Elman (1990) and Chang (2002) to couple neural networks into two interacting systems, and show that such a model can be parameterized in various ways to test computational claims.

**Higher-Order Recurrent Dynamics**

We draw inspiration from the successful PDP model of Elman (1990) and adapted by Chang (2002) to investigate sentence processing in a single cognitive agent. The architecture of this simple-recurrent network (SRN) is shown in Fig. 1, panel 1. This network receives input in a comprehension subnetwork. In Chang (2002), this was modeled as a set of input sentence primes. The hidden state of the comprehension network (activation of nodes at the hidden layer) then constrains the production subnetwork, and influences its subsequent performance. Such a network has been shown to effectively model syntactic priming effects (Chang, 2002).¹

Each person in an interaction can be represented as a pair of SRNs – receiving input and generating output with production and comprehension subnetworks. Modeling conversation then involves coupling these neural network architectures into a “dyad.” We couple these nets by taking the output of “speaker” and use it as the input of the “listener,” as shown in Fig. 1, panel 3. On a turn-by-turn basis, we can switch who is doing the producing and comprehending. The networks are trained to predict word sequences in this way, in the context of a coupled “conversation.” As shown in Fig. 1, panel 3, there are two levels of coupling in this model. These first-order networks (agent network) are coupled in their comprehension and production subnetworks in some way. Interaction is modeled as a coupling between two such networks, as a second-order recurrent network (dyad network).

This model can be readily adapted to parameterize constraints on processing. In Fig. 1, panel 2, we show that we can “complete the circuit” in the dyads by connecting production to comprehension in the same way. This simple modification inspired two conditions in a preliminary simulation. First, we studied the ability of dyad nets to predict words in interaction under the original formulation, with only comprehension constraining production. We then tested the contribution of full comprehension-production integration by completing the circuit, and compared its performance to the original formulation.

Like any cognitive model, this framework requires an input space that provides structure to the task. Elman (1990) used simulated sentences generated by a simple grammar, and Chang (2002) used hand-coded semantic and syntactic representations in a simplified grammar. To get input vectors for our model, we used transcripts from an interactive task in which two participants communicate to jointly solve a perceptual task (Fusaroli et al., 2012). Taking the word-by-word constraints on production from prior comprehension.

¹Note in Fig. 1 that Chang’s original model only included the constraint on production from prior comprehension.
sequences in these transcripts, we created input activations based on latent semantic analysis representations. This reduces the dimensionality and sparsity of the input space and makes the learning problem more tractable for the network. It also tests the framework with complex naturalistic data.

**Input Corpus: LSA Word Vectors**

The corpus consists of 16 dyads (32 Danish-speaking individuals) totaling more than 1,600 joint decisions, 25,000 word tokens and 1,075 unique word types. Given the sparsity of the lexical space, we transformed the corpus into a latent semantic analysis (LSA) representation (Landauer & Dumais, 1997). This projects words into a lower dimensional feature (vector) space based on how the words occur in the corpus. We define a word’s relative cooccurrence to another word by using a simple 1-step window, so that the cooccurrence of word $w_i$ with word $w_j$ is the total number of times they followed each other, $f(i,j) = N P(w_{i,j}, w_{j,i+1})$, where $N$ is the total number of words in sequence, and $P$ the joint probability that words $i$ and $j$ occurred together at times $t$ and $t + 1$, respectively. This count serves as an entry in a 1,075 × 1,075 matrix $M$, as the entry at the $t$th row and $j$th column. This matrix is, of course, quite sparse, because most words do not cooccur with every other word. LSA was employed as a means to overcome such sparsity, providing a lower-dimensional representation of word similarity based on these distributional patterns: $[U, S, V] = SVD(M)$.

The left eigenvector matrix ($U$) provides a more compact representation for individual words. Rather than a complete (but sparse) representation across all 1,075 of its column entries, the SVD solution that LSA uses allows us to take a much smaller number of columns of $U$ instead. These columns represent the most prominent sources of variance in the distributional patterns of the word usage. When inspecting the singular values ($S$) of the SVD solution in an LSA model, we find that word usage across all transcripts can be captured by about 7 of these columns of $U$.

A schematic of how we use these feature vectors is shown in Fig. 2, which illustrates a pattern of activity across 7 nodes as the input for these networks. This gives us a 7-dimensional representation of words, where activations can be negative or positive, which requires some modification to the training of our SRN subnetworks.

**Training with LSA**

Because common backpropagation assumes an activation range of $[0, 1]$, we had to modify the input and output activation transformations to suit a $[-1, 1]$ range. To do this we changed the standard sigmoid function, used as output activation function, to a tanh function that has the desired properties. In order to propagate error back, we differentiate the tanh function at the output nodes. Because derivative $d \tanh = 1 - \tanh^2$, we obtain

$$\delta_o = o \odot d_o \odot e = o(1 - o \odot o) \odot e$$

Where $o$ is the output vector of the network, $e$ is the error associated with each node, and $\odot$ represents elementwise multiplication. $\delta_o$ reflects the error assignment to output nodes. Once this is calculated, we can modify the weights $W_{h \rightarrow o}$ with

$$\Delta W_{h \rightarrow o} = \alpha h^T \delta_o$$

$\alpha$ represents the learning rate parameter, and $h$ the hidden unit activations of a given subnetwork. We used this approach to modify the weights connecting hidden and output layers. All other layers were treated in the common way with the sigmoid function and its derivative, in accordance with traditional iterated backpropagation.

In order to train the networks using LSA vectors as they interact in dyads, we follow the process illustrated in Fig. 2. In a turn-by-turn fashion, the production subnetwork of one agent net would be trained to predict its “spoken” output, while the comprehension subnetwork of the other agent net would receive this output as input and predict it in a word-by-word fashion.

**Simulation Procedure**

**Training and Testing** To assess how well the models capture interactional structure of the empirical data, we trained 16 dyad networks in each of two conditions (comprehension to production only vs. full integration). Each network was trained on one pass on the full transcripts of 15 dyads (almost 43,000 word presentations) and then tested on the remaining target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10. We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10. We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3 We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3 We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3 We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3 We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3 We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3 We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3 We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3 We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3 We built a baseline control for each test dyad by shuffling its word order, thus disrupting the sequential structure that the networks were expected to learn. The ‘A’ or ‘B’ designation of interlocutors was randomly assigned to each test dyad, with a target dyad. We set $\alpha$ to .01, and the number of hidden units across all subnetworks to 10.3

**Predictions** First, we expected that the “content” shared between speaker and listener, projected in LSA space, should allow the networks to learn the statistical structure of interaction. Second, we contrasted three hypotheses about production-comprehension integration. (H1) Fully integrated production-comprehension systems would benefit performance, as the networks are able to receive “more in...
Figure 2: We organized network training by interactive turn. For a given turn, one participant (A or B) is doing the talking. We take the LSA vectors (visualized as a distributed pattern of activation) and have the production network of the speaker on that turn predict its output, and the comprehension network of the other participant predict its input. Within each dyad, the subnetworks of each participant take turns learning to predict the LSA vectors.

formation,” in that the comprehension net is now receiving input from production. (H2) Fully integrated production-comprehension systems degrade performance as they introduce noise to the network and an additional set of weights that the network has to learn. (H3) There will be no difference between these networks: Our simplified task has the production and comprehension networks doing very similar things, and so we may not observe any divergence in their performance.

Results

Can Dyad Nets Learn Sequential Structure? When comparing networks in both conditions, it appears that they are very similarly effective at predicting word-by-word LSA vectors in unseen interactions, and that they also show much better performance than the control baseline, in which words are shuffled. This means that networks are processing the order of LSA features, and not simply capturing the activation space in which these LSA features reside. This learning effect is quite large, and is shown in Fig. 3. The appropriate test here is a paired-sample t-test, since each network and its control are trained on matched sets of words with the same network. A t-test across all four subnetworks shows the expected result, for both conditions: t’s > 25 and p’s < .000001.

Does Integration Improve Prediction? The average cosine performance did not differ between the two network conditions, using the same paired-sample t-test across layers, t(63) = 0.33, p = .74. This absence of an effect is quite evident in Fig. 3. No reliable difference emerges in direct comparison of any of the subnetworks, either.
Does Integration Improve Prediction above Baseline?
These results are shown in Fig. 4. In general, as might be expected from the prior analyses, the models are not different from each other in most subnetwork performance. All results are non-significant, with the initial agent net configuration not different from its baseline relative to that of the fully integrated networks, |t|’s < 1.

General Discussion
In this paper, we described a flexible computational framework to investigate the cognitive mechanisms underlying linguistic interaction. The first step in this direction is the implementation of coupled neural networks to learn from interaction data. We demonstrated that this adaptation of Chang (2002) is capable of learning the sequential semantic structure in raw, noisy input.

Based on the current debate on interactive alignment, we manipulated their internal cognitive structure to contrast two theoretically motivated models: (i) a model with full comprehension-production integration, and (ii) a model without integration. These alternative coupled networks were then used to model real conversational data in order to investigate hypothesized prediction benefits of full integration. Our results did not reveal an effect of full integration. Put simply, hypothesis (H3) seems to have been supported here: In this computational system, full integration does not bring great gains, if any. Why did we not observe clearer results? To conclude, we outline theoretical and methodological considerations that hint at possible explanations and motivate future implementations of the framework.

First, the results can be interpreted to suggest that ‘internal’ production-comprehension coupling is in fact not facilitating mutual prediction in this context. This could indicate that recurrent (and thus predictive) structure resides on levels other than the turn-by-turn organization of the conversation. In fact, a recent study (relying on the same corpus) suggests that linguistic patterns critical to performance in the task tend to straddle interlocutors and speech turns making turn-by-turn alignment secondary to recurrent structural patterns at the level of the conversation as a whole (Fusaroli & Tylén, 2016). A future implementation of the model could directly test such ideas (sometimes referred to as the interpersonal synergy model of dialogue: Fusaroli et al., 2014) and compare the performance to other types of conversational interaction that might entail different functional organization.

These results might also be contingent upon a number of methodological limitations that will need to be overcome in future developments. First, the sample size is not impressive and a bigger corpus would possibly enable better training of the networks. Second, in order to deal with the sparse lexical space of real conversations, we reduced the input to LSA vectors. As a consequence both the comprehension and production subnetwork end up dealing with the same kind of data. Integrating comprehension does therefore not add information that is not already contained in the LSA vectors processed in production subnetworks. Thus, the integration is at least partially redundant and cannot be expected to add much to the performance of the model.

There are also more general limitations to overcome. For example, anticipatory dynamics in agent networks should allow overlap at the turn level, as seen in natural interactions. This is a critical feature for modeling the higher-order dynamics of interaction. The PDP approach embraces such computational extensions. For example, networks could be gated, such that off/on states of the production subnetwork will have to be learned by agents. The recurrent property of these networks should allow them to predict forthcoming turn switches. The approach offers much in the way of extension, as these networks are, after all, nonlinear function approximators over any arbitrary sets of temporal constraints. For example, we could also develop other input spaces, such as multimodal constraints from nonverbal aspects of interaction, and add them to the verbal components we have explored here.

This flexibility also permits more focused theoretical explorations. The constraints on these networks have theoretical implications that can be readily adapted to further compare and integrate proposed mechanisms, the topic that began this paper. For example, Fig. 1, panel 4 showcases how we might develop the framework to test combinations of other constraints on interaction, such as “common ground.” Another example is how internal constraints from one agent network might constrain, and possibly facilitate, the dynamics of the agent to which it is coupled in the dyad network. Theoretically motivated manipulations of this kind would allow more explicit tests of the relationship among these various proposals for the mechanisms of interaction, and compar-
issons to related computational frameworks (e.g., Buschmeier, Bergmann, & Kopp, 2010; Reitter, Keller, & Moore, 2011).
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